
The ICPFlow Cytometer

â€¢â€¢' K:

Precision and
simplicity of operation

Ortho Instruments announces the ICP Flow Cytometer
â€”a unique, flow cytometry instrument with high
numerical aperture arc lamp illumination. Use of a high-
power, HBO 100 mercury lamp has the advantage of
providing fluorescence excitation at wavelengths â€”and
with optical filter combinations â€”which are familiar to
the fluorescence microscope user.

The Kohler illumination optics and the large nu
merical aperture over which the fluorescence emissions
are collected â€”achieve great precision even with cells in
which the DNA is irregularly distributed. Measurement
of DNA content of cells and even individual chromo
somes is made possible by the ready availability of highly
specific and stoichiometric dyes for DNA. Two fluores
cence detectors permit correlated measurements of two

dyes. For example, simultaneous measurement of per-
cell DNA and protein content. A large choice of dyes
and staining techniques for various cellular constituents
is available.

The Ortho ICP Flow Cytometer can be obtained
as a stand-alone flow cytometric analyzer, or can be
combined in modular fashion with the Ortho laser
illumination systems.

For further information contact the Research In
struments Division.

ORTHO INSTRUMENTS
410 University Ave.. Westwood. Mass. 02090 â€¢(617) 329-6100



In ion exchange chromatography,
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Pharmacia has it all... ion exchangers, gradient mixer, columns
Since no single ion exchanger is best for all applications, Pharmacia now enables you to choose between
three matrices: Sepharose"(cross- linked agarose ), Sephadex (cross-linked dextran), and now SephaceF
( cross-linked cellulose). Although they have different properties, they are all beaded to pack easily
without generating fines.
Pharmacia also makes available the Gradient Mixer GM-1 for producing linear concentration gradients as
well as reproducible pH gradients. Choose from a broad range of precisely engineered Chromatographie
columns for every application.

Pharmacia Fine Chemicals
Division of Pharmacia Inc.
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854
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Erbe'sUHF69

for hyperthermiÃ´
Frequency of 433.92MHz
Deep heating penetration

Does not destroy healthy tissue
â€¢Simple operation

The decimetric wavelength of the UHF 69
creates almost no heat in the fatty layers. The

maximum rise of therapeutic heat is at the
muscle/bone interface. This deep

penetration is especially suitable for the
treatment of internal organs.

Interchangeable Treatment Heads:

Molded
for larger areas of body

trunk and internal organs

Round Field
for confined treatment

of local areas

Long Field
for body trunk and

the extremities

ERBE's Erbotherm UHF 69 is being used successfully in the United States for

hyperthermia treatments. For referrals, or more information, call or write:

FRPL-

4890 Ironton Street, Suite 6E Denver, Colorado 80239, U.S.A. (303) 373-1007
Erbe Elektromedizin Ebertstrasse 35 D 7400 Tubingen, W. Germany (07071)31098



Even though Jennifer's still our patient, she's like any other 8-year-old.
She's busy growing up. And like more and more children with leukemia, the chances are good that
someday she'll be growing old.fl

James F. Holland, M.D.
Chairman. Cancer ami Leukemia Group B

Once Jennifer's future would have been far from bright. Then childhood leukemia meant
almost certain death. It took many long years, but now things are changing. Not only for childrenwith leukemia, but through what we've learned working to save them, for patients with many other

types of cancer as well.
Leukemia research helped us find treatments to keep cancel's from spreading.

Treatments that kill traces of disease so they won't threaten a patient's life. For thousands of people
who'll beat cancer this year, these new approaches will make the difference. In a very real way,
they'll have children like Jennifer to thank for their lives.

Cancer is hundreds of different diseases. There won't be a single answer. But there is
continuing progress. For patients like Jennifer, we're making your contributions count.

American Cancer Society i

CANCERCANBEBEAT
Almost 2 million people are living proof your contributions count.
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